Chikyu Exp. Planning Process (Stage 1)

Stage 1 (from pre-proposal to full proposal)

**Proposants**
- (Re)submit pre proposal
- Evaluate pre proposal
- Confirm pre proposals
- Recommend/encourage to write WS proposal

**SEP**
- Results
- Review WS proposal

**CIB**
- Confirm pre proposals
- Review WS proposal
- Results
- 1. Decide WS funding for full proposal development
- 2. Establish Proposal Advisory Team (PAT)

**PAT**
- 1. Coordinate WS
- 2. Give technical and operational advice to proponents at the WS

**TAT**
- Give engineering and development advice to proponents at the WS
Chikyu Exp. Planning Process (Stage 2)

Stage 2 (from full proposal to implementation)

**Propone nts**
- (Re)submit full proposal
- Evaluate full proposal with additional expertise
- Review full proposals

**SEP**
- Review full proposals
- Holing Bin

**External review**
- Review full proposals

**CIB**
- Review full proposals
- Designate a project
- Establish Project Coordination Team (PCT)
- Prioritize projects
- Incorporate into an implementation plan

**PCT**
- Investigate expedition specific operational and technological feasibilities, etc
- Start expedition coordination

**TAT**
- Give necessary engineering and development advices
- Give necessary engineering and development advices